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OVERVIEW
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The Active Through Football
programme is an exciting new Sport
England lottery-funded initiative
delivered by the Football Foundation.

The programme is aimed at
increasing activity levels and
creating sustained behaviour
change through football in
a Place-based approach.

£10 million of targeted revenue
investment will be invested
in up to 15 Places over the
next five years, with an aim
of increasing activity levels in
people aged 16+ from lower
socio-economic groups (LSEG).

Key local stakeholders will
come together as a consortium
to create and deliver a plan
for the Place. The plan will be
based predominately on the
delivery of recreational and
informal small-sided football
activity and developed through
Community Engagement.

Quick links
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What do we mean
by Place?

What do we mean by
revenue funding?

What do we mean by
small-sided football?

What do we mean by
physical activity?

What do we mean
by consortium?

What do we mean by
increasing activity?

What do we mean
by lower socioeconomic groups?

What do we mean by
behaviour change?

We’ve created a strategic
mapping tool that uses
level of deprivation, physical
activity levels and socioeconomic group classification
data to identify the highest
concentrations of our target
audiences across the country in
each local authority area. This
mapping has provided us with
a shortlist of 50 local authority
areas spread across the
country where we now want
to engage with stakeholders
to share further details.
The programme has a twostage application process, with
our aim being that as many
consortia as possible progress
from the Stage 1 Expression
of Interest (EOI) to Stage 2 Full
Application. This provides an
opportunity to develop a deeper
knowledge and understanding
of our target audiences
across all shortlisted areas.
Covid-19 has reinforced
many of society’s inequalities
with the impact of coronavirus
likely to have a greater negative
impact on the capability,
opportunity and motivation
to be physically active for some
groups over others. We see
this reflected in people’s
behaviour with people from
lower socio-economic groups
finding it harder to be active
right now, reinforcing the need
for the programme to help
readdress this inequality.

This map sets out
the 50 local authority
areas that we’ve
shortlisted
NORTH-EAST
Barking & Dagenham
Barnsley
Birmingham
Blackburn with Darwen
Blackpool
Bolton
Bradford
Bristol
Cheshire West & Chester
Cornwall
County Durham
Derby
Doncaster
Dudley
Enfield
Gateshead
Halton
Kingston upon Hull
Kirklees
Knowsley
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
Manchester
Middlesbrough
Newcastle upon Tyne
North East Lincolnshire
Northumberland
Nottingham
Oldham
Peterborough
Plymouth
Rochdale
Rotherham
Salford
Sandwell
Sefton
Sheffield
South Tyneside
Southampton
St Helens
Stockton- on-Tees
Stoke-on-Trent
Sunderland
Tameside
Wakefield
Walsall
Wigan
Wirral
Wolverhampton
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NORTH-WEST

YORKSHIRE & THE HUMBER

EAST MIDLANDS

WEST MIDLANDS
EAST ANGLIA

LONDON & SOUTH-EAST
SOUTH-WEST

WHAT WE’RE
TRYING TO
ACHIEVE
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The Active Through Football
programme uses small-sided football
to increase activity levels within our
target audiences.

To achieve this, we want local
partners to work together to
create a football plan for a
Place, based on a process of
Community Engagement. This
means activities are designed
and delivered in partnership
with local target audiences,
creating community ownership
and sustainability through
improved long-term physical
activity habits.

Active Through Football
programme outcomes:
Insight:
Increased understanding
of the opportunities and
barriers for our target
audiences to play football.

Community ownership:
Increased involvement of
our target audiences in
the design and delivery of
activities through ongoing
Community Engagement.

Increased activity:
Increased activity levels
in people aged 16+ from
our target audiences
through football.

Behaviour change:
Achieve the behavioural
change amongst our
target audiences of regular
engagement in longterm physical activity.

Workforce & volunteering
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The programme aims to build
capacity in the local workforce
to engage target audiences
and support the delivery
of sustainable activities.
For example, activation will
be fundamental, and we will
encourage stakeholders

to utilise The FA Playmaker
supported by BT, The FA’s
new online training course.
This course will support
the volunteer workforce by
providing the knowledge
and skills to get involved and
support football activities.

HOW THIS ALL
FITS TOGETHER
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Together with the Premier League,
The FA, Government and Sport England,
we’ve developed a National Football
Facilities Strategy to guide our capital
investment priorities.
We’ve developed a National
Football Facilities Strategy to
guide our capital investment
priorities over the next ten
years and unlock the power of
football to transform more lives.
A Local Football Facility Plan
(LFFP) has been developed for
each local authority area in
England. On a local level this
helps us to understand need for
different types of facilities and
prioritise investment to where
it’s most needed in each area.
We want the Active Through
Football programme’s targeted
revenue investment to work
in tandem with our facilities
investment, including smallsided facilities. This will help to
ensure we align investments
and get the right facilities for
our target audiences. Our team
of Engagement Managers will
provide support to achieve this.

Find your
LFFP here
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INSIGHT
INFORMING OUR
APPROACH
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The Active Through Football
programme has been designed using
clear insights. Here are some of the key
ones that have informed our approach.
Key insights

View our
in-depth
insights here

Who are lower socioeconomic groups (LSEG)?
We’ve deliberately taken a broad
approach to defining what we
mean by lower socio-economic
groups. As outlined in the
definition, our target audiences
are an extremely varied group
of people. They include nearly
a third of England’s adult
population (approximately 12
million people aged 16 – 74).
This audience live all over the
country but there are higher
concentrations in areas of
higher deprivation, which is
why we have used this input
in our strategic mapping.
Why is it important to
target this audience?
Sport England’s latest Active
Lives survey (2018-19) shows
that 18% fewer people from
lower social groups are active
compared to higher social
groups. Research is showing
that this gap in activity levels
has not improved during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Other information from
across the sector is building
a picture that clearly shows
some of these audiences
are suffering more from the
impact of the pandemic.
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Football is the most popular
team sport for this audience
and through this programme
we hope to start to reduce
these inequalities using
the power of football. Our
insight work has given us
an in-depth understanding
of the type of football this
audience want to play.

More likely to want to
play small-sided football
in a local park, recreation
ground or green space

3G Football Turf Pitches
(3G FTPs) also identified as
key settings for this activity

Barriers include – lack of
time, self-consciousness
(e.g. ability and kit), bad
weather and public safety

Require a convenient
location – must be
close to home

Opportunities
to socialise

Facilities must be safe,
well-lit and provide a
welcoming/friendly
environment

Get the pitch basics right
– a flat, clean surface
with proper goals

Activation required at
key times – particularly
important for women

Cost is a leading barrier
– a large proportion
want to play for free

What to consider when you’re developing your plan
We’ve reviewed several programmes that have successfully
targeted this audience. Here are some key learnings
for you to apply to make your project a success.

How to plan and deliver your project
Target
Target a specific local area
and research needs and
opportunities (i.e. spaces,
partners, audiences,
travel and viability).

Design
Consider the type of audience
you want to engage and
develop an offer around their
needs: e.g. audience segment,
demographics and current/
lapsed/potential players.

Include
Do it with the community
rather than for them.
Community engagement at
the core. Use a trusted delivery
partner to ensure the 'how'
it's delivered is as important
as the ‘what’ is delivered.

Sustain
Create a business plan for
the long-term and embed
a sustainable strategy
upfront, considering
cost and ownership.

How to promote and deliver your activities
Activate

Operate

Make the sessions
feel fun, inclusive
and social

Develop the right
branding and
marketing mix with
relevant hooks

Select the right
place and facility

Community ownership
from the start

Use relevant
session leaders

Use relevant media
channels they're
already using

Offer activities
at the right price
(free or low cost)

Consider neutral
'quality' spaces that
are looked after (clean,
flat and open)

Identify partnerships
within existing
community networks

Ensure programming
is run consistently

Identify relevant
workforce (i.e. people
in the community
with latent skills)
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WORKING
TOGETHER
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We’re keen for you to work with
a broad range of partners who
understand our audiences and cut
across a broad range of sectors.

The most effective way to
reach and engage is through
a cross-stakeholder approach
that includes local community
organisations within a Place.

There are strong crossstakeholder partnerships
already in place in many local
areas. Where that is the case, we
support the use of these existing
networks and relationships,
which should be developed to
suit delivery of the programme.
Some of these partnerships
operate regionally across
multiple local authority areas,
and this may be reflected in your
consortium and application.
We’d expect you to select
targeted Places located
within the shortlisted 50 local
authority areas and Places
wouldn’t be represented by
more than one consortium.

Community is central to the
creation and delivery of a plan
for the Place. Consortia will
design and agree priorities in
partnership with our target
audiences and support
communities to come together
for a common purpose.
As a consortium, you’ll
collectively agree which
organisation is best placed
to take on the role of Lead
Organisation on behalf of
all stakeholders. The Lead
Organisation will submit
the application on behalf
the consortium. The Lead
Organisation should also
be able to receive public
funding and create a cross
stakeholder governance
structure for the consortium.

Who could be included?
Membership of each consortium will
be unique to the local area, but these
are some of the organisations you
may want to consider including:

Local Authority Community
Groups County FA Professional
Club Community Organisations
Active Partnership Grassroots
Clubs Faith Organisations
Voluntary, Community & Social
Enterprise (VCSE) Organisations
Educational Establishments
Clinical Commissioning Groups
Police Housing Associations
Key sites/operators plus many
other local organisations which
are particular to each place.
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PLACE-BASED
APPROACH

We’ve shortlisted 50 local authority
areas with the highest concentration
of our target audiences and the
greatest opportunity to engage.

We want organisations to come
together as a consortium to
agree and define their Place
based on their knowledge
and experience of our target
audiences and their local
area. This Place could be a
single geographical location
or a small number of locations
across a local authority area.
We know that some
organisations are already
working with our target
audiences. The Active Through
Football programme can be
delivered alongside other
priorities in these areas.
As a consortium, you’ll need
to outline your Place within
your EOI. The findings of your
Community Engagement
will then be used to
define your Place within
your Full Application.

PL
E
AC
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Outline Delivery Model
Our Outline Delivery Model
shows how football could be
delivered in a Place. However,
delivery will be unique to each
Place as it’ll be designed and
developed in partnership
with the local community.
Our insight shows that
parks and open spaces are
a key setting for our target
audiences, even more so
following the Covid-19
outbreak. However, you will
need to consider a range of
settings when selecting your
Place. These settings include:
▶ Parks / open space
▶ 3G FTPs
▶ Small-sided facilities /
Multi-use games areas
▶ Indoor facilities
Each consortium will need
to produce a Delivery Plan to
support their Full Application
submission. This plan will be
based on the initial Community
Engagement process and codesigned by all stakeholders.
This plan will develop over
the programme through a
process of ongoing Community
Engagement and evaluation.
Funding will be available for
each selected consortium to
appoint a Project Manager
to coordinate and implement
the Delivery Plan.

KEY SETTINGS

Outline delivery model

A. Park

KEY POINTS

▶ Collaboration between
stakeholders
▶ Building capacity in
a local workforce

▶ Targeted revenue
investment of up to
£1m over 5 years
▶ Developed through
Community Engagement
▶ Applying best practice
principles in engaging
audience and designing
activities (see page 8)

B. 3G Pitch

▶ A range of key local
settings including parks
▶ Pathways to local
welcoming /
accessible facilities
▶ Lever in funding to
deliver LFFP priorities

C. Small Sided Football Centre
Y
DASSES
PA
EFIV IDE
A-S

S
3G CHE
PIT

C

PLACE

B

D. MUGA

A

E

A
E. Sports Hall

D

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Download our
Community
Engagment
Toolkit
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Our evidence shows that the best
community projects are designed
and delivered in partnership with
the community.

Communities are more likely
to take part in activities and
use facilities if they’ve been
included in the development
of projects. This is why
Community Engagement is
central to the Active Through
Football programme.

Community Engagement
is about talking, listening,
and working with people to
understand their needs and
build relationships and trust.
This is an ongoing process that
includes the community in the
design and delivery of activities
and facilities leading to a greater
level of community ownership.
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As a consortium you’ll need
to identify which partners
can most effectively engage
with our target audiences.
We understand pre-existing
Community Engagement and
insight gathering may already
have been undertaken in your
Place. Where that’s the case,
we’d hope that you’d make
use of this existing work and
build on the learning from
a football perspective.
We know that planning
and building effective
relationships through
Community Engagement takes
time and resource. Where
it’s required, and to ensure
engagement takes place in
the necessary timescales, we
will offer consortia an upfront
Community Engagement grant.
The grant request will need
to be made through the EOI
submission. We’ve developed
a Toolkit to support your
Community Engagement.

PROGRAMME
INVESTMENT
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Active Through Football has a
budget of £10m to invest in up to
15 Places over a five-year period.

Revenue grants awarded can
be used towards the costs of:
▶ Programme Manager
The delivery of each plan
will require a dedicated
central role to liaise with
stakeholders, coordinate
Community Engagement,
coordinate activities and
manage data collection.
We expect that this post
will be employed by the
Lead Organisation.

▶ Community Engagement
This will need to be an
ongoing process throughout
the five-year programme.
We’ve developed a Toolkit to
support this engagement.
▶ Design and delivery of
football activities
Based on the results of your
Community Engagement,
you’ll need to work
collaboratively with key
local partners to design and
deliver football activities.
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▶ Developing a local workforce
We’d like your plan to support
local people from our target
audiences to take on the
delivery of activities longerterm and facilitate groups
to self-organise, to support
long term sustainability.
We don’t anticipate making
any grant awards in excess of
£1m over the five-year period.

Partnership contribution
We expect consortia to
offer in-kind or financial
contributions, which will
need to be confirmed in
your Full Application. There’s
no minimum level required
although we will consider
contributions as part of
the assessment process.

APPLICATION
PROCESS
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI)

The EOI will include the following:
▶ The agreed Lead Organisation
▶ The organisations represented
on the consortium
▶ Identiﬁcation of Place
▶ Demonstration of
commitment to the
programme

1
Assessment criteria
will be shared with all
consortia that progress
beyond EOI stage.
Applications will be
determined by the
Football Foundation
Grants Panel.

Stakeholders join a
programme webinar
and commence
local discussions.

DEVELOPMENT OF FULL APPLICATION

▶ Planned approach to
Community Engagement

ASSESSMENT
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PRE-APPLICATION

Each consortium will undertake
Community Engagement within
their Place. This will inform the
delivery plan and identify further
stakeholders who should be
included in the consortium.

SUMBISSION OF FULL APPLICATION

2

Submission must include
the following:

▶ Deﬁnition / Conﬁrmation
of the Place
▶ A costed Delivery Plan
for the Place
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▶ A summary of ﬁndings from
the Community Engagement
process to date
▶ List of consortium
representatives
▶ Grant request

DECISION

Applicants will be
informed of the Football
Foundation Grants Panel
decision within two weeks
of the panel meeting.

15

3
PROGRAMME COMMENCEMENT
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Following a formal grant offer, a kick-start
meeting will be arranged with each
selected consortium to agree next steps.
A national induction programme for Project
Managers and their Line Managers will
be arranged by the Football Foundation.
We anticipate decisions will be made to
allow activities to begin in summer 2021.

Key deadline dates for each stage can be found on
the Active Through Football programme webpage
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When assessing your Full Application,
we’ll make decisions based on the
proposed outcomes that your plan
will deliver to ensure it represents
value for money.

OUTCOMEFOCUSSED
APPROACH

We’ve developed the logic model
below which shows a summary
of the programme outcomes
and some example key
performance indicators (KPIs).
This will also help to show
your contribution towards the
Department for Digital, Culture,
Media & Sport (DCMS) outcomes.

INSIGHT
OUTCOME

Increased
understanding of
opportunities / barriers
for target audience
to play football,
through community
engagement

EXAMPLE KPI'S

Increase in
engagement with
local stakeholders
Improved
understanding of local
community asssets

If selected onto the programme
we’ll work with you to agree
KPIs, targets and reporting
timelines to suit your plan.

COMMUNITY
OWNERSHIP

INCREASED
ACTIVITY

BEHAVIOUR
CHANGE

Increased involvement
of target audience in
design and delivery
of activities through
ongoing community
engagement

Increased activity
levels in people
aged 16+ from target
audience through
football

Target audience
sustain improved
long-term physical
activity habits through
behaviour change

Local community
and stakeholders
feel an increased
sense of ownership

% of participants
that are more
active

Increased positive
attitudes towards
physical activity

Increase in
new and existing
participants playing
football regularly

Participants
feels they have a
better experience
playing football

% of participants that
feel this programme
has helped get them
into football

CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS
DCMS OUTCOMES

Physical
wellbeing
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Mental
wellbeing

Individual
development

Social &
community
development

Economic
development

MONITORING,
EVALUATION &
REPORTING

Upshot
website
click here
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Monitoring and evaluation will
be key to measuring impact of
your plan against the outcomes
over the duration of your project.
All successful projects will be
supported and given access to
our monitoring and evaluation
system Upshot. You can use
Upshot to collect data in real
time, monitor progress and
provide update reports.

"The monitoring,
evaluation and
learning system
helps you evidence
your impact"

DEFINITIONS

To help make everything
as clear as possible, we’ve
provided some definitions
of terms that are used
in the Active Through
Football programme.

WHAT DO WE
MEAN BY SMALLSIDED FOOTBALL?
Small-sided football is an umbrella
term used to describe the different
formats of the small-sided
game, from teams and leagues
to recreational and informal.

Back to section

Highly competitive

Less competitive

Highly competitive

Less competitive

Teams + Leagues

Recreational

Informal

Covers
Covers
Football
Football played
played in
in
competitive
league
Highly
competitive
competitive
league
structures, typically
typically with
with
structures,
players registered
registered to
to teams
teams
players
(afﬁliatedCovers
to leagures
leagures and
and
(afﬁliated
to
their County
County
FAs)
Football
played
in
their
FAs)
competitive league
structures, typically with
players registered to teams
Example
(afﬁliatedExample
to leagures and
Small-sided afﬁliated
afﬁliated
Small-sided
their County FAs)
leagues, other
other non-afﬁliated
non-afﬁliated
leagues,
leagues, commercial
commercial
leagues,
small-sided leagues,
leagues, futsal.
futsal.
small-sided

Recreational

Covers
Covers
Football
Football played
played in
in local
local
parks
and
green
Less
parks andcompetitive
green spaces
spaces —
—
not organised,
organised, free
free and
and
not
open access.
access. Often
Often played
played
open
spontaneously
(normal
Covers(normal
spontaneously
clothing
worn,
eg.
jeans
Footballworn,
played
injeans
local
clothing
eg.
trainers).
parks and green
spaces —
trainers).
not organised, free and
open access. Often played
Example
Example
spontaneously
(normal
Kick-about,
Kick-about,
clothing
worn, eg. jeans
casual games
games
casual
and trainers).

Example
Small-sided afﬁliated
leagues, other non-afﬁliated
leagues, commercial
small-sided leagues, futsal.

Covers
Covers
Football
Football played
played where
where
facilities
facilities are
are typically
typically
booked and
and there
there may
may
booked
be someone
someone to
to help
help
be
organise
(shin pads
pads //
Covers
organise
(shin
boots
may
be worn
worn
too
Football
played
where
boots
may
be
too
but not
not
always).
facilities
are
typically
but
always).
booked and there may
be someone to help
Example
Example
organise
(shin pads /
Recreational small-sided,
small-sided,
Recreational
boots may be worn too
walking football,
football,
walking
but not always).
FA Just
Just play,
play,
FA
casual pitch
pitch hire
hire
casual

Example
Recreational small-sided,
walking football,
FA Just play,
casual pitch hire

Recreational

Example
Kick-about,
casual games

Informal

Covers
Football played in
competitive league
structures, typically with
players registered to teams
(afﬁliated to leagures and
their County FAs)

Covers
Football played where
facilities are typically
booked and there may
be someone to help
organise (shin pads /
boots may be worn too
but not always).

Covers

Teams + Leagues

Teams + Leagues

WHAT DO WE MEAN
BY PLACE?
A Place is a targeted area, which
could be a neighbourhood, a
collection of wards or another
specific area that defines a
community. Place is more defined
than an entire local authority
area and wider than a micro
population such as a single street.

Back to section
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Informal

Football played in local
Focus of the programme
parks and green spaces —

not organised, free and
open access. Often played
spontaneously (normal
clothing worn, eg. jeans
and trainers).

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY LOWER
SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS?

Example
Small-sided afﬁliated
leagues, other non-afﬁliated
leagues, commercial
small-sided leagues, futsal.

Example
Recreational small-sided,
walking football,
FA Just play,
casual pitch hire

Example
Kick-about,
casual games

Our target audiences can’t be thought of
as one equal group of people, as they are
in fact extremely varied. Many barriers
to being physically active exist such as
perceived lack of confidence or knowing
where to go, through to cost, lack of time
and appropriate opportunity. Our target
audiences are located across the country
and span all age groups, therefore, there
isn’t a single reason for inactivity.

Back to section
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0

30

60
Back to section
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The Active Through Football
programme aims to create a longterm change in participant’s habits
and attitude towards physical
activity. This behaviour change
towards physical activity includes
a change in attitude to health,
nutrition, and general lifestyle.

300

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY
BEHAVIOUR CHANGE?

E
TIV

240

Back to section
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E
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The Active Through Football
programme aims to use football
to increase activity levels within
the target audience to cross the
thresholds shown in the adjacent
graphic. For some participants, the
initial aim will be to take part in a
football session to increase activity
levels from inactive to fairly active.
For those who are fairly active
the aim will be to use football
to increase activity to over 150
minutes per week. The overall aim
is for all participants to become
more active through football.

150

120

210

WHAT DO WE MEAN
BY INCREASING
ACTIVITY LEVELS?

min/week

WHAT IS A
CONSORTIUM?

WHAT IS REVENUE
FUNDING?

A group of organisations
coming together to
work towards achieving
a common objective.

As a general rule revenue
funding is used to deliver
activities and capital
funding is used to build
or improve facilities.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY?

10

min

Ten minutes or more
of moderate intensity

Back to section

5

min

Five minutes or more
of vigorous intensity

For further information, please email:
activethroughfootball@footballfoundation.org.uk
or visit our website: footballfoundation.org.uk

